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Abstract:
With the development of high-intensity and high-repetition-rate laser systems, it has become crucial to be able to detect and to
characterize the high-energy products (mainly electrons and photons) from laser-matter interaction in real-time. A novel multipurpose scintillator-based electromagnetic calorimeter focused on high-energy particle and photon measurements and capable of
working on a shot-to-shot basis at high-repetition-rate is being developed at the ELI Beamlines center. A corresponding signal
unfolding technique which was ad-hoc developed to reconstruct energies of one or two thermal populations in real-time is described
in detail. Preliminary tests of the device and the unfolding technique in cases of photon and electron irradiation at different
experimental facilities are summarized and the results are here presented.
• Modeling and simulations using

• Primary goal: High-energy measurements
of Bremsstrahlung radiation generated by two
thermal populations of electrons
• 50 keV – 40 MeV thermal detection range
• Up to 50 Hz repetition working regime capacity
• Energy reconstruction in real time

Monte Carlo FLUKA code
• Energy deposition in each crystals
→ response matrix formation

[GeV/cm3/particle]

The electromagnetic calorimeter design

• Two types of scintillators for 2-T reconstruction:
plastic EJ-200 (1.03g/cm3), BGO (7.13 g/cm3)
• Total dimensions of the device: 16 x 2 x 2 cm
• Optical readout: reduction of the EMP effects

Unfolding technique for the signal reconstruction

Proof-of-principle test @ Mictroron*

Scheme of the unfolding algorithm






*Circular electron accelerator in Prague, Czech Republic [2]

• Different energy deposition behavior for:
a) Direct electron irradiation
b) Bremsstrahlung photons irradiation
(W convertor usage)
• Post-processing & unfolding tests for both types

TERESA (TEstbed for high
REpetition-rate Sources of
Accelerated particles)

Signal in layer i: sum of two
photon groups with different
MB energy distribution and
number of particles
Based on the interpolated
response matrix f(i,Tj)

The difference between the
true calorimeter response s
and the guessed response s:

•

Execution time: 10 s for 1-T; 200 s for 2-T

Tests at laser-plasma environment

Prospectives

PALS
(Prague Asterix Laser System)

o Calibration of the device for low and high energy region
o The unfolding algorithm optimization
o Usage for simultaneous detection of electrons and photons
o Usage for detection of high-energy protons

 laser energy:
1.3 J
 laser intensity:
~1019 W/cm-2.
 23 µm PET
plastic target,

 laser energy:
535 J
 laser intensity:
~1016 W/cm-2.
 6 µm Mo target,

• Electron measurement due to the vacuum location and low-Z target • Bremsstrahlung measurements, outside-of-vacuum location
Unfolded: T = (60.6 ± 2.6) keV for photons
Unfolded: T = (964.0 ± 57.1) keV for electrons
Estimated : acc. to the previous measurements @ PALS [4]:
Estimated : acc. to the scaling law [3]:
hot electrons of T~ 100 keV
hot electrons of ~ T =960 keV
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